Abstract-In everyday object manipulation tasks, like mak ing a pancake, autonomous robots are required to decide on the appropriate action parametrizations in order to achieve desired (and to avoid undesired) outcomes. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Robots that are to successfully perform everyday manipu lation tasks must decide on their actions and their appropriate parametrizations based on the expected consequences of the respective parametrized actions. A number of researchers consider this form of prediction-based decision making as an essential component of cognition-enabled robot control.
Consider for example a robot making an egg sunny side up. In order to do so, the robot has to break an egg and let the content gently drop into the frying pan. A key problem in performing such everyday manipulation actions is that the actions will typically insufficiently specified. When humans instruct each others to break an egg they will typically not specify the force with which the egg is to be grasped, how hard it is to be hit, where, to which part of which other object, and so on. Thus, to perform such everyday manipulation actions successfully, the robot has to appropriately fill in the knowledge gaps by inferring decisions and parametrizations.
In order to make informed decisions and infer appropriate parametrizations, the robot has to predict the consequences of different action parametrizations -at least qualitatively. In a sense the robots have to perform lightweight naive physics reasoning to determine the expected action consequences.
As this kind of naive physics and commonsense reasoning is done in order to improve the robot's manipulation capabilities, they must be linked much more tightly to the robot's perception and control routines and have to make inferences for specific (continuous) action parametrizations.
In this paper, we propose to equip robots with this kind of reasoning capabilities by coupling PROLOG, a logic programming language, with a physical and sensor-based simulation engine. The basic idea is that the robot control program asserts the available information as assertions to the PROLOG system and queries the PROLOG interpreter about the possible consequences of executing an underspecified action in the asserted state. The PROLOG system selects instantiations of the unbound variables that are necessary to predict the consequences of the actions and then back tracks over possible instantiations. For each, fully instantiated prediction problem a simulation task for the simulator is created and executed. The data structures generated and updated by the simulation process are logged and virtually transformed into a timeline, a first-order temporal logic based representation of what is simulated. This timeline is then used to answer queries about the consequences of the action.
In the remainder of this paper we proceed as follows. First, we recap a simulation-based approach for making tempo ral projections for robot manipulation tasks in Section II. Thereafter, we explain how this approach is integrated into the logic programming language PROLOG in Section III. Experimental results for three manipulation actions, namely grasping an egg, pouring a pancake mix onto a pancake maker, and turning a pancake are presented in Section IV. We briefly discuss features and limitations of our approach in Section V. Finally, we put our work into context in Section VI before we conclude in Section VII.
II. SIMULATION-BASED TEMPORAL PROJECTION
This paper builds on work on simulation-based temporal projections described in [1] . In this section, we shortly reca pitulate this approach before we explain how it is integrated with the logic programming language PROLOG. Figure 1 depicts the overall process of simulation-based temporal projection. A logical axiomatization of a manipu lation scenario, stored in the knowledge base, is translated into a physics-based simulation, the simulation is executed, objects of interest are monitored, and relevant data struc tures are logged. Eventually, the logged simulations are translated back into time-interval-based first-order represen tations, called timelines, which are interpreted by using a logic programming language. The knowledge base, which is formalized using De scription Logics, in particular the Web Ontology Language (OWL), holds information about manipulation scenarios, i.e., working environment, robots, and task-related objects. Object descriptions, which include type, shape and property information are used to configure the physical parameters of the rigid-body simulator Gazebo l . For simulating object behaviors like breaking that are not covered by the rigid body physics, graph-based object models and controllers that perform specialized computations in each simulation step have been introduced. Monitoring routines are attached to objects of interest in order to log the data structures and states traversed in simulation. The resulting logs are translated into back time-interval-based first-order representations (time lines). Timelines are represented using predicates known from the event calculus, namely Holds(f,t) and Occurs( e, t), where f denotes a fluent, e denotes an event and t denotes the time. For reasoning on the timeline representations derived from logged simulations the logic programming language PROLOG is employed. Queries can be formulated by using temporal relations between asserted fluents and events. For example, the following query asks for all fluents F that hold for egg 1 after is has been dropped onto the floor at time Tl:
?-occurs (Evt, Tl), typeOf (Evt, dropping) , objOf(Evt, eggl), after(T2, Tl), holds(F, T2), objOf(F, eggl) .
Overall, the system allows to make temporal projections by evaluating queries about physical phenomena on time line representations which are based on detailed physical simulations. However, the developed system cannot auto matically generate and evaluate timelines for different ac tion parametrizations and slight variations of manipulation problems. In the following section, we first explain the gen eral framework of logic programming with simulation-based temporal projection, and second, we present the language ele ments that integrate the projection mechanism into PROLOG to automatically backtrack over different parametrizations.
III. LOGIC PROGRAMMING AND TEMPORAL PROJECTION
After giving an overview of the overall architecture of the logic programming framework we describe how the simulation-based temporal projection explained in the pre vious section is integrated into the framework. consequences when executing a control program with both different action parametrizations and/or different variants of manipulation tasks, e.g., varying the positions of objects.
A. Framework Overview
The main component of the framework is a PROLOG engine which serves as interface to the robot, and coordinates all other components of the framework. In order to answer a query from the robot, PROLOG retrieves the descriptions of the all task-related objects and the robot's environment from the knowledge base, and, when necessary, calls the object model factory to generate parametrized object models for the physics-based simulator. Then, PROLOG sets up the simu lation using the world description from the knowledge base and the generated object models and launches a parametrized robot control program that is executed within the simulator. During the execution object states and associated data struc tures are monitored and logged. When PROLOG stops the simulation after a given time, the object logs are translated back into first-order representations and eventually they are evaluated in regard to specified performance criteria. If the evaluation is successful, PROLOG presents a solution, otherwise it backtracks over different parametrizations.
B. Temporal Projection Language
The basic idea of a logic programming language for making simulation-based temporal projections is as follows. First, a new scenario is created and task-relevant descriptions are added to it successively, for example, an environment description, a robot description, and a number of object descriptions. After initializing the simulator with the asserted scenario descriptions, a robot control program is executed whereby formal control parameters are selected from a spec ified range of possible values. States of the robot and objects that are traversed during simulation are monitored, logged, and translated into time-interval-based first-order representa tions, namely timelines. Eventually, the generated timelines are subject to further evaluations of specialized predicates. For example, a timeline is evaluated with respect to desired (or undesired) outcomes, qualitative spatial relations, or other performance criteria like the speed of execution.
The following PROLOG query shows exemplarily how the simulation-based temporal projection can be used where terms starting with an upper-case letter like Scenario denote variables, terms starting with a lower-case like kitchen_env denote concrete instances in the knowledge base, and the predicate occurs stands exemplarily for a specialized predi cate that evaluates a given timeline:
occurs (event, Time, Timeline) .
Values for the formal parameters, e.g. param1, are selected from their respective ranges and are bound to the parameter variables (e.g. P 1) in order to make them accessible for further evaluations. How to generate and/or select the values of the parameters more effectively is another interesting problem. Intuitively, the parameters could be chosen depend ing on the qualitative outcomes of the simulation, however, this is beyond the scope of this paper.
The language elements for making temporal projections, i.e., the PROLOG programs (or predicates) that have been implemented in order to assert a scenario, to perform a simulation-based temporal projection, and to logically eval uate the resulting timelines, are explained in the following.
create..scenario(Scenario) Creates a new scenario and generates a unique identifier (Scenario) to access the sce nario within other predicates. add_to..scenario(Scenario, Entity) Adds an entity or set of entities to a given scenario. There are three ways of adding an entity: either by naming the entity, if it is already known by the knowledge base including its physical specifications that are needed by the simulator, by providing the physical specifications of a previously unknown entity explicitly, or by providing an object type that can be generated by the object model factory. make_projection(Scn, Prog, Params, Timeout, Timeline) Performs a simulation-based temporal projection for an asserted scenario, a robot control program, a set of formal control parameters including their possible values, a timeout that limits the overall simulation time, and returns an ID of the projected timeline. This program is realized by two sub-programs, namely simulate and translate. simulate(Scn, Prog, Params, Timeout, Log) Sets up and runs the simulation. First, the Gazebo simulator is launched and all entities that were added to the given scenario by the add_to..scenario command are loaded successively. If necessary, entity specifications are generated on-the-fly by the object model factory and spawned into the simulator. Second, the robot control program is executed, where formal parameters are selected from their respective ranges. By utilizing PROLOG's backtracking mechanism the cross product of all valid parameter instantiations is automatically generated. Third, after a given time (Timeout), the simulation is stopped and all processes are shut down. The output variable Log points to the log files of the robot control program and the task-related objects.
translate(Log, Timeline) Translates the logged simulations into a time-interval-base representation, i.e. a timeline, by using the first-order predicates Holds(f,t) and Oc curs( e, t). To differentiate between the individual time lines a unique ID (Timeline) is generated and attached to the individual fluents and events. occurs(Event, Time, Timeline) Retrieves the given Time line and evaluates it with respect to an event (Event) that might have occurred at a point in time (Time) during the simulation. If the specified event is found in the timeline the predicate evaluates to true. holds(Fluent, Time, Timeline) Retrieves the given Time line and evaluates it with respect to a fluent (Fluent) that might have hold at a point in time (Time) during the simulation. If the specified fluent is found in the timeline the predicate evaluates to true.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we show the feasibility of the implemented framework on three manipulation problems: grasping an egg, pouring a pancake mix, and turning a pancake. Multiple videos of the experiments are available online 2 .
A. Grasping an egg
A robot would not know that an egg will break if it is grasped with a force that is too high, that it will fall down if it is grasped with a force that is too low, and that it will slip away if it is grasped at an inappropriate position.
We setup a grasping experiment where the parameters force and position were varied. A scenario (grasping) was created and entities like kitchen environment, PR2 robot, and an egg were added. The following code was used for running the experiments and evaluating their respective results: The qualitative results of this experiment are shown in Ta ble I, where the grasping position is measured as the center of the gripper pad relative to the center of the egg (in meters) and the different grasping forces are indicated by the identifiers f1-f11. The different outcomes are denoted as ok if the robot could grasp the egg successfully, as slip if the egg slipped away, and as break if the the egg was broken within the trial. Figure 3 shows two examples where the egg could not be grasped by the robot. To illustrate the role of the introduced language elements within PROLOG's backtracking mechanism, Figure 4 visu alizes exemplarily a proof tree for different grasping forces.
B. Pouring a Pancake Mix
In a recent experiment 3 two robots jointly performed the task of making a pancake. Following this experimental setup we conducted an experiment where a robot is supposed to pour a certain amount of pancake mix onto a pancake maker in order to determine the right parameter values for the pouring position, angle and duration. Depending on these values the mix is either poured onto the pancake maker or spilled onto the table. Furthermore, if the pouring duration is too short, it'll not be enough pancake mix, but if the duration is too long, it'll be too much. So, finding the right parameters is essential for making a proper pancake.
For simulating a liquid in a rigid body simulator as Gazebo, a model constructed out of small particles with an attached controller can be used. The controller has to regulate the particles' behavior, so that the model's behavior is close to the liquid's. In our experiments we used models containing a high number of small spheres, with an attached controller that applies forces to these spheres to simulate the viscosity of the pancake mix. The particles tend to stay together and have high friction coefficients. Another task that the controller needs to address is logging at each timestep the state of each particle of the liquid: with which models is it in contact, and is it free falling or supported by an external body. Figure 5 shows different moments from a pouring action performed in the simulator by the PR2 robot.
After setting up the scenario the following code was used to run the experiments which results are shown in Ta ble II. In addition to the evaluation of timelines with respect to a certain amount of pancake mix and to an occurrence of a spilling event further criteria can be evaluated on the data structures of the logged simulations. For example, qualitative spatial predicates can evaluate whether the mix was poured to the center of the pancake maker, or close its edge. Furthermore, predicates can assess shape of the poured pancake mix, e.g. its roundness. The evaluation of qualitative spatial relations is possible because logical predicates can directly be grounded in the simulator's data structures.
In the following we explain the calculations that are performed in order to evaluate the predicate round based on the data structures of the logged simulations.
For this, at the end of each pouring experiment, the positions of the particles that are found on the pancake maker are used for determining the centroid of the particles dataset. The centroid is considered to be the position of the poured pancake mix and is then used to determine the offset of the pancake relative to the pancake maker's center. The shape of the poured mix is evaluated using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). This is done by computing the covariance matrix of the particles dataset and afterwards by performing the eigen decomposition of this matrix. Naturally, this returns 3 eigen value -eigen vector pairs. The smallest eigen value is going to be a measure of the thickness of the poured pancake mix and its corresponding vector is perpendicular to the pancake maker's surface, while the other two values express the variance of the particles dataset in the other two dimensions, along their corresponding vectors. The ratio of these values, with the biggest one as denominator, gives us a good measure of the dataset's roundness: a value close to zero of this ratio describes a highly elliptical shape, and for values close to I, the shape approaches a circle. Results of the PCA for two datasets are shown in Figure 6 .
C. Turning a Pancake
The third experiment also follows the making a pancake scenario. We investigated the problem of turning a half-baked deformable pancake using a spatula at different angles.
The simulation model used in this scenario is built out of small spherical particles connected by flexible Jomts. This enables the model to have the behavior of a soft deformable body (Figure 7 ). During this scenario, the PR2 robot uses a spatula to flip a pancake on the pancake maker. The parameter of interest in this case is the angle of the spatula with the horizontal and the outcome can either be failed if a pancake turn is not achieved or successful if it is. The qualitative results of the experiments performed in this scenario are shown in Table III . The experiments were launched using the following query: Pouring and turning experiments can be combined by using the poured particles that end up on the pancake maker for generating a more complex pancake model. We start at the particle closest to the center of the cluster and create a graph like flexible joint structure. Joints are created between the seed particle and the particles found within a certain radius from it, and afterward these new particles become seeds themselves. To make the pancake model look more realistic, a flexible textured mesh created from the convex hull is attached to the structure (Figure 7 ).
In this section we discuss why autonomous robots should be endowed with methods allowing to make temporal projec tions about naive physics problems. We provide arguments to base these methods on detailed physical simulations and elaborate on the right fidelity of these simulations. Furthermore, we outline how this approach of logic programming using a simulation-based temporal projection can be used to adjust the behavior of robots. Finally, we examine how far the proposed approach can be taken, and also name some possible application scenarios.
One might argue that most robotic applications are de veloped for specialized tasks and thereby robots do not need robust commonsense reasoning capabilities, or as we propose, capabilities for naive physics reasoning. But in the context of autonomous personal robots the set of everyday manipulation tasks is not fixed, and furthermore, task and en vironment conditions change all the time and therefore robots need flexible mechanisms to reason about the appropriate parameters of their control programs.
In the literature there exist some approaches using sym bolic reasoning methods for making inferences about simple physical problems ( [2] ). The main limitations of these ap proaches especially in the context of robotics are threefold: (a) important details like positions of manipulators and objects are abstracted away; (b) variants of problems like manipulating an object with different physical properties cannot be handled without extending the logical theory; and (c) consequences of concurrent actions and events are very difficult to foresee with pure symbolic reasoning, e.g., what does a robot see when turning its camera while navigating through its environment? All of these limitations do not occur in physics-based simulators. Even if the simulation do not reflect the physical world, parameters can be learned by applying machine learning technologies as in [3] .
One important issue when using high-fidelity physics models in simulations is performance. Currently, the system cannot make predictions in a reasonable time that would al low us to use it for planning during execution. Nevertheless, it is a powerful tool for robots to mentally simulate (offline) the consequences of their own actions either to prepare themselves for new tasks or to reconsider task failures.
Related to the issue of performance is the issue of the right fidelity, i.e. how to make the physical models robust enough to enable effective behavior and yet small enough to be usable during execution. When creating physical models we are concerned about getting the qualitative behavior of objects right, i.e., we are not aiming at models that reflect 1.57 = cup tilted 90 degrees counterclockwise). 4 Number of particles found on the pancake maker 5 Number of particles spilled onto the table. 6 X-offset in meters of particles' centroid relative to pancake maker. 7 Y-offset in meters of particles' centroid relative to pancake maker. S Degree of roundness. Ratio of first two eigenvalues of particles on pancake maker (range: 0.0-1.0, values closer to 1 mean more round). Although it would be desirable to use the presented ap proach for planning during execution by using more realistic physical models, we are currently not aiming at both, high performance and very realistic models. Rather the developed system represents a proof-of-concept how to use simulation technologies for symbolic reasoning. In the long run, we assume that issues regarding performance and the appropriate fidelity of physical models will be addressed by the game and character animation industry (e.g. [4] ), which will provide powerful technologies that could be employed.
The realized logic programming framework allow robots and programmers to automatically determine the appropriate action parameters by setting up a manipulation scenario, by executing differently parametrized control programs in simulation, and finally, by evaluating queries based on the resulting timelines. An interface to the logic programming framework is provided by both PROLOG's command-line and a ROS 4 service, which takes arbitrary PROLOG queries as request and provides the respective variable bindings as response. Thereby, naive physics reasoning for manipulation tasks can be flexibly integrated into control programs and planners in order to effectively change the robot's behavior.
Finally, we want to approach the question of how far this approach can or should be taken, before we point to some potential application scenarios. It is clear that one would not want to do this kind of full-fidelity physics simulation for all kinds of problems, e.g. problems in motion planning can be solved by employing more specific planners as primitives. However, some kind of limited simulation seems to be very plausible, at least for some very hard problems. We believe that lifting physics-based simulations to a symbolic level is beneficial for deriving solutions for robot manipulation, and also other domains, where current methods are not effective.
Planning is increasingly considering physical platforms in complex, real world environments. The presented framework could provide a more precise guidance in the planning pro cess since the simulation-based methods for making temporal projections are tightly linked to the technical details of platforms under question. Naive physics reasoning could also be used as a tool for developing robot control programs. Programmers could recognize and prevent problems occur ring during execution more easily. Additionally, the presented framework could be used for benchmarking purposes. For example, data generated by the simulations could serve as basis for inference tasks. Thereby, different approaches to physical reasoning could be compared in a straight forward way. In general, the usage of the open source software like Gazebo and ROS allow to employ the naive physics rea soning to new problems including other robot platforms and different objects quite easily. Therefore we believe that logic programming using detailed physical simulations is a well suited tool for making predictions about every manipulation tasks and also for other potential applications.
VI. RELATED WORK
The present work can be considered as interdisciplinary research of two fields: robotics and AI. With this research , we want to enable robots to reason about the consequences of action parametrizations and thereby allowing them to make appropriate decisions in their course of action by using well established methods of AI and detailed physical simulations.
Only recently, [5] stressed the importance of using simu lations in AI research. They developed the open source sim ulator IsisWorld for investigating problems in commonsense reasoning. Although they also employ a physics engine for their simulations, they consider actions like picking up an object only at a very abstract level, whereas we focus on the physical details of such actions in order to recognize qualitative phenomena occurring during their execution.
In [6] , a general simulation framework and logic-based reasoning methods, in particular tableau-based reasoning, are integrated in order to establish a practical approach to commonsense reasoning. In contrast to their work, we are not aiming at commonsense reasoning in general but rather at reasoning for naive physics problems in the context of everyday robot object manipulation.
Work by [7] describes the design and implementation of a programming system based on EusLisp that make use of a simulation for deformable objects. Thereby, robot control programs can easily exploit the specialized computations made by the simulation. Similarly, we use the logic pro gramming environment PROLOG and utilize a physics-based robot simulator. In addition, we integrated methods for mak ing simulation-based temporal projections into PROLOG's backtracking mechanism in order to perform reasoning about action parametrizations for robot manipulation tasks.
The interactive cooking simulator [8] is relevant for our work, since with the research aims at a deep understanding of cooking operations, which could bring new insights with respect to representations and reasoning mechanisms for manipulation actions in everyday meal-preparation tasks.
Exploiting physical simulators for effectively solving sub problems in the context of robotics has become more at tractive as shown by a number of recent investigations, where simulations are employed for planning in robocup soccer [9] , for navigating in environments with deformable objects [10] , and for reasoning about the consequences of everyday manipulation tasks [1] . A detailed evaluation for using physics engines for improving the physical reasoning capabilities of robots is given in [11] . But other fields also recognize simulators as valuable tools and utilize them, e.g., for character animation [12] and motion tracking [13] .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a logic programming frame work for reasoning about naive physics problems in the context of everyday robot manipulation tasks.
We developed a logical programming language for assert ing the initial conditions of a scenario and for utilizing a simulation-based approach for making temporal projections about parametrized robot control programs. We conducted experiments for three scenarios, namely grasping an egg, pouring a pancake mix, and turning a pancake, in which formal parameters of robot control programs were sys tematically selected from ranges of possible values. These experiments, or more precisely their resulting timelines, were evaluated with respect to specified performance criteria, e.g. desired and undesired effects. In the discussion section (Sec tion V), we explained the demand of equipping robots with means of naive physics reasoning and provided arguments for basing this reasoning on detailed physical simulations. Furthermore, we also pointed to potential applications.
In future work we will extend the pancake making scenario so that it reflects more aspects of the real world manipulation problem. For example, we will integrate some kind of heat simulation that changes the state of liquid particles in order to let a pancake simply emerge from the previously poured pancake mix, and also we will improve the liquid model by approximating the liquid's surface tension. Additionally, we will integrate the reasoning framework on a real robot plat form in order to compare and evaluate the mental simulations with the physical phenomena happening in the real world.
We believe that the presented framework provides an important functionality for robots by giving them the ability to autonomously determine the action parametrizations for unspecified and ambiguous instructions by the means of logic programs using simulation-based temporal projections.
